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Orders Approving Decoupling: Selected Quotations 
 

 
 
Idaho: 
 
Idaho Public Utilities Commission, March 12, 2007: 
 
“Promotion of cost-effective energy efficiency and demand-side management (DSM), we find, is 
an integral part of least-cost electric service. This case was opened to identify financial 
disincentives to Idaho Power’s investment in energy efficiency. The Company proposed FCA 
mechanism removes a Company-identified financial disincentive to energy efficiency and DSM 
investment and is designed to reduce on a per-customer basis the utility's dependence on revenue 
from stable kilowatt-hour sales. The FCA methodology is a departure from traditional 
ratemaking and merits a cautious approach to implementation. The annual FCA true-up 
mechanism assures a more stable utility recovery of fixed costs that are now recovered in the 
energy rate component of residential and small general service customers.   

 
Making the Company indifferent to reduced energy consumption and demand is but one 

half of the quid pro quo agreed to by the stipulating parties. In return for the FCA, the Company 
is expected to demonstrate an enhanced commitment to energy efficiency and DSM.  Evidence 
of enhanced commitment will include, but not be limited to, measures identified in Stipulation 
paragraph 8, measures including efforts to improve and enforce state building codes and 
appliance efficiency standards, as well as expansions and improvements to its load efficiency, 
load management and DSM programs.”1 
 
 
Idaho Public Utilities Commission, May 28, 2010: 
 
“The FCA mechanism separates the collection of Idaho Power’s fixed costs from its volumetric 
energy sales and provides a surcharge or credit when fixed-cost recovery per customer varies 
above or below a Commission-established base.  The FCA allows the Company to recover the 
difference between certain fixed costs recovered in rates and the fixed costs authorized for 
recovery in the Company’s most recent rate case.  To determine the actual fixed-cost recovered 
amount, the Company takes the weather-normalized sales for each class and multiplies that sales 
figure by the fixed-cost per energy rate as established in the Company’s general rate case…. 
 

The issue presented by Idaho Power’s Application in this case is whether the rates the 
Company proposed for recovery of the 2009 FCA accrual are appropriate.  More specifically, 
given that the FCA was in place during 2009, did the Company properly determine the accrual 
amount and calculate the necessary rates to recover that amount?  A secondary issue is whether 
                                                 
1  Before the Idaho Public Utilities Commission, In the Matter of the Investigation of Financial Disincentives to 

Investment in Energy Efficiency by Idaho Power Company, Orde,r, Case No. IPC-E-04-15, Order No. 30267, 
March 12, 2007, pp. 13-14. 
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the FCA rate increase should be shared uniformly to residential and small commercial customers 
on an equal percentage basis.  The record on these issues supports the Company’s calculation of 
the FCA for the third year of the pilot program, and the Commission thus has concluded to 
approve Idaho Power’s Application for new FCA rates effective June 1, 2010.”2 
 
 
Massachusetts: 
 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, July 16, 2008: 
 
“In today’s Order, the Department of Public Utilities (“Department”) sets forth a plan for 
establishing a new base rate adjustment mechanism, or “decoupling,” to be adopted by 
jurisdictional electric and natural gas distribution companies (“distribution companies”) in the 
Commonwealth.  This is a necessary evolution of Department ratemaking practices – it will help 
us address some of the profound impacts of increases in the costs of natural gas and electricity on 
the Commonwealth’s residents and businesses.  It will also provide distribution companies with 
better financial incentives to pursue a cleaner, more efficient energy future consistent with the 
recently enacted legislation… 
  

…Distribution companies must have the proper regulatory and financial incentives to 
fully pursue the economic, price, reliability, and environmental benefits that are available from 
(1) improving the efficiency of energy production, delivery, and consumption; (2) building a 
strong and effective price-responsive demand; (3) fostering the rapid development of renewable 
energy and distributed generation within Massachusetts; and (4) supporting the evolution 
towards a more efficient distribution infrastructure.  The Department takes this action today 
recognizing that these goals must be met if we are to help mitigate our vulnerability to significant 
increases in energy commodity prices and to prepare our energy industries for the unavoidable 
future of a carbon-constrained world…. 
 

The Department’s rationale for moving to a new ratemaking approach starts with a 
sobering reality: prices for electricity and natural gas service in the Commonwealth are higher 
than they have ever been.  Current price levels for electricity and natural gas make it more 
difficult for many of the Commonwealth’s residents to pay their utility bills, compound the 
impact of increases in other costs for all residents, and increase input costs for our businesses and 
industries…. 
 

After consideration of the comments received in this proceeding, the Department 
concludes that a full decoupling mechanism, similar to the base revenue adjustment mechanism 
included in our straw proposal, is needed to reduce or eliminate the current financial disincentive 
that electric and gas companies face regarding the deployment of customer-sited, cost-effective 
demand resources in their service territories.” 
 

…the Department recognizes that implementation of a decoupling mechanism by itself 
                                                 
2  Before the Idaho Public Utilities Commission, Order In the Matter of the Application of Idaho Power Company 

for Authority to Implement Fixed Cost Adjustment Rates for Electric Service from June 1, 2010 Through May 
31, 2011, Case No. IPC-E-10-07, Order No. 31081, May 28, 2010, pp. 1, 4-5. 
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will not result in an increased deployment of demand resources – this will only result from 
actions taken by the distribution companies…”3 
 
 
Michigan: 
 
Michigan Public Service Commission, Jan. 11, 2010: 
 
“The Commission finds that Detroit Edison should be authorized to institute a pilot decoupling 
program similar to the program the Commission adopted for Consumers in Case No. U-15645.  
The Commission takes issue with Detroit Edison’s characterization of decoupling as a means of 
addressing all forms of load loss.  A decoupling mechanism is typically created to remove the 
disincentive to the utility to having its customers be more efficient.  Decoupling seeks to align 
the utility’s interests with those of its customers, thereby allowing the full potential of energy 
conservation efforts to be achieved…. 
 
 Decoupling is a ratemaking mechanism that removes the link between energy sales, or 
throughput, and the utility’s non-fuel revenues.  With decoupling, differences between projected 
and actual sales, and the associated differences in the utility’s revenues, are reconciled 
periodically.  A well-crafted decoupling mechanism will mean much better alignment of the 
company’s interests with that of its customers and provides a cost-effective alternative to supply 
side resources at a time of increasing construction and generation costs and regulatory 
uncertainty about greenhouse gas emissions control…. 
 
 Therefore, in this order the Commission establishes a pilot decoupling mechanism for 
Detroit Edison, which after the initial year of implementation and after the first reconciliation, 
will be continued contingent on the utility: (1) meeting certain reporting requirements; (2) 
exceeding the benchmarks for the energy optimization program established pursuant to Public 
Act 295 of 2008; and (3) committing to provide enhanced energy efficiency programs and 
demand side resources that enable all customer classes to effectively manage rising energy costs, 
including proposals to accomplish this in the next filed rate case.  Accordingly, the Commission 
directs Detroit Edison to institute a pilot decoupling mechanism described in this order, effective 
February 1, 2010.  Detroit shall file in this docket at least quarterly, actual sales data information 
by rate class.  Detroit Edison shall also comply with any other reporting requirements as directed 
by the Staff.”4 
 
 
 

                                                 
3  Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, Order in Investigation by the Department of 

Public Utilities on its own Motion into Rate Structures that will Promote Efficient Deployment of Demand 
Resources, Docket No. D.P.U. 07-50-A, July 16, 2008, pp. 1-2, 8-9. 

4  Before the Michigan Public Service Commission, Opinion and Order In the Matter of the application of The 
Detroit Edison Company for authority to increase its rates, and amend its rate schedules and rules governing the 
distribution and supply of electric energy and In the matter of the application of The Detroit Edison Company for 
authority to implement cost-based rates for educational institutions and associated recovery surcharges or 
regulatory assets, Opinion and Order, Case Nos. U-15768 and U-15751, Jan. 11, 2010, pp. 65-67. 
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New York: 
 
State of New York Public Service Commission, April 20, 2007: 
 
“New York has experience using revenue decoupling mechanisms to achieve two primary 
objectives: to remove utility opposition to customer investments and efforts to reduce energy 
consumption; and to reduce the risk to utilities of lost fixed cost revenue recoveries, such as 
during multi-year rate plans, or for utilities facing significant financial challenges. While such 
measures alone may not produce demonstrable increases in the utilities' promotion of energy 
efficiency, they can be an effective tool in reducing utilities’ resistance to the implementation 
and promotion of such programs. 
 
 There are a number of design and implementation issues that would need to be 
considered in the development of an effective revenue decoupling mechanism. These include: 
whether the mechanism is applied to all or only some customer classes; whether allowed 
revenues are calculated on a per customer basis (i.e., encourage economic development by 
allowing utilities to collect revenues for new customers); which indices (e.g., inflation, 
productivity), if any, are incorporated in the mechanism; and whether to include or exclude 
weather related sales fluctuations. The frequency and allowed level of true-up would also need to 
be considered to avoid amassing significant revenue deferrals…. 

 
…Given the potential harm to certain customers resulting from too rapid an 

implementation of more cost-based rate designs, and recognizing the time required for their 
development and implementation, we believe it is now more appropriate to implement a true-up 
based revenue decoupling mechanism which would establish certainty with respect to utility 
revenues regardless of the level of commodity sales realized. It is still a worthy long-term 
objective to continue moving towards more cost-based rates, where appropriate, to provide 
customers with appropriate price signals. But such long-term rate redesign objectives do not 
obviate the current need for a more broad-based revenue decoupling approach…. 
 

We believe that the proper forum for designing an appropriate delivery service revenue 
decoupling mechanism is in utility rate cases. Various parties have had experience with revenue 
decoupling mechanisms, and have presented some suggested design criteria and principles in this 
proceeding. Sharing this and other information with all interested parties in the context of a 
utility rate case would be beneficial and most expedient. 
 

Conclusion: The public benefits resulting from energy efficiency programs, renewable 
technologies and distributed generation could be substantial. Nevertheless, a link continues to 
exist between utility sales and delivery service revenues, due to the current design of utility 
delivery rates, which could influence utility behavior by providing disincentives that impede 
their promotion of these initiatives.”5 

                                                 
5  State of New York Public Service Commission, Proceeding on Motion of the Commission to Investigate 

Potential Electric Delivery Rate Disincentives Against the Promotion of Energy Efficiency, Renewable 
Technologies and Distributed Generation and In the Matter of the Investigation of Potential Gas Delivery Rate 
Disincentives Against the Promotion of Energy Efficiency, Renewable Technologies and Distributed Generation, 
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State of New York Public Service Commission, May 19, 2009: 
 
“The purpose of the gas RDM is solely to enable Con Edison to pursue energy efficiency 
programs to reduce energy consumption without incurring any impact on its revenues while 
allowing the Company to continue to grow its customer base…. 
 

The RDM Collaborative was an important process in the development of an RDM for 
Con Edison’s natural gas delivery business and for RDM development in general. The 
Collaborative provided an open and concerted review of the RDM adopted in Con Edison gas 
rate plan. This review has provided a greater understanding of the RDM for all parties. In the end, 
the most important conclusion to be reached from the Collaborative is that the critical element of 
an RDM based on RPC is the method in which the number of customers is determined.”6 
 
 
Oregon: 
 
Public Utility Commission of Oregon, Jan. 22, 2009: 
 
“The parties opposing PGE’s SNA proposal raise three basic arguments which we address in turn. 
 

First, while the parties do not disagree that relying on volumetric charges to recover fixed 
costs creates a disincentive to promote energy efficiency, they contend that decoupling is 
unnecessary because, with the ETO running energy efficiency programs in PGE’s service 
territory, the Company has limited influence over customers’ energy efficiency decisions. We 
find this position unpersuasive, because PGE does have the ability to influence individual 
customers through direct contacts and referrals to the ETO…. 
 

Staff also argues that the SNA would create a disincentive for customers to improve their 
energy efficiency because the SNA would increase rates and reduce the bill savings. We believe 
that the opposite is true: an individual customer’s action to reduce usage will have no perceptible 
effect on the decoupling adjustment, and the prospect of a higher rate because of actions by 
others may actually provide more incentive for an individual customer to become more energy 
efficient. 

 
The second argument against PGE’s proposal is that there are alternative means to deal 

with margin losses due to energy efficiency and conservation; e.g., by filing more frequent rate 
cases or including expected savings in load forecasts. Even with frequent rate cases, however, 
PGE would still lose the margins from energy conservation activities until rates could be reset, 

                                                                                                                                                             
Order Requiring Proposals for Revenue Decoupling Mechanisms, Case 03-E-0640 and 06-G-0746, April 20, 
2007, pp. 8, 10, 13, 15. 

6  State of New York Public Service Commission, Proceeding on Motion of the Commission as to the Rates, 
Charges, Rules and Regulations of Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc. for Gas Service, Order 
Continuing Revenue Decoupling Mechanism, Case 06-G-1332, May 19, 2009, p. 10. 
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and the load forecast in a rate case does not include any savings beyond the test year. Even for 
savings recognized in the load forecast, the disincentive for energy efficiency remains because, 
once rates are set, the Company loses margin if those savings actually occur. 

 
The final overall argument is that the SNA shifts risk to customers and allows PGE to 

recover more than its fixed costs. Although PGE argues that there is no shift in risk from the 
Company to its customers, there is general agreement that PGE’s risk will go down, raising the 
question as to whether the Company’s authorized ROE should be reduced to reflect the risk 
reduction…. 

 
Because we conclude that PGE does have the ability to influence customer usage, we 

believe that a properly constructed decoupling mechanism would promote behavior by the 
Company that would be publicly beneficial.”7 
 
Vermont: 
 
State of Vermont Public Service Board, Dec. 22, 2006: 
 
“The evidence also shows that the proposed Plan would reduce the linkage between GMP's 
earnings and the level of sales in several ways.  GMP will adjust its base rate annually.  This will 
have the effect of capturing any increased sales that may have occurred in the revenue 
requirement; a higher sales volumes adjustment will serve to essentially recalibrate the billing 
determinants.  In addition, to the extent increased sales result in increased earnings, the impact 
would be mitigated through the Earnings Sharing Adjustor.  The sales-earnings linkage is also 
reduced relative to traditional regulation, because loads are forecast in the base rate adjustments, 
and therefore the impact of expected sales increases are captured and flowed through to the 
customer.”8 
 
Wisconsin: 
 
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Dec. 30, 2008: 
 
“WPL [Wisconsin Power and Light Company] agrees that, in consultation with CUB, it will 
develop and submit for Commission consideration for implementation in 2010 a decoupling 
proposal substantially similar to the proposal developed by CUB [Citizens Utility Board] and 
Wisconsin Public Service Corporation in Docket No. 6690-UR-119. Such a proposal will include 
community pilots and additional contributions to Focus on Energy.”9 

                                                 
7  Before the Public Utility Commission of Oregon, In the Matter of PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC 

COMPANY, Request for a General Rate Revision, Order No. 09-020, Docket No. UE 197, Jan. 22, 2009, pp. 
27-28. 

8  State of Vermont Public Service Board, Tariff filing of Green Mountain Power Corporation requesting an 
11.95% increase in its rates, effective May 29, 2006 and Petition of Green Mountain Power Corporation for 
approval of an alternative-regulation plan, Docket Nos. 7175 and 7176, Dec. 22, 2006, p. 36. 

9  Before the Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Application of Wisconsin Power and Light Company For 
Authority to Adjust Retail Electric and Natural Gas Rates, Final Decision, 6680-UR-116, PSC REF#: 106145, 
Dec. 30, 2008, Appendix D, p. 4. 


